
Tap position indicator lights can be either console 
or wall mounted. Cooler tap positions can also be 
monitored. Nairn Electrical can supply, install and 
commission your Tap Monitor to match your dairy 
shed requirements.

Tap Monitor
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 “They are an 
 easy visual aid 

and well worth it 
for peace of mind” 

CHRIS GREEN – BROOKSIDE

The Nairn Tap Monitor is a simple system that 
gives a visual alert to the milk harvester that 
the tap is in the incorrect position. 

This is a simple, no frills solution designed  
to give farmers piece of mind and avoid  
tipping their profits down the drain.

Worried about plant taps 
being left in the wrong 
position? 

Do you want to avoid 
getting milk grades or 
having to dump milk? 

Are you sick of having milk 
sent to the wrong vat or 
milk being dumped to waste 
unnecessarily?

Take the guesswork out of milking and protect  
your asset with the Nairn Tap Monitor.



Nairn Tap Monitor from Nairn Electrical  
– The Rural Electrical Specialists
Nairn Electrical have been keeping the rural sector running and 
making farming happen since 1975. With a long track record 
of on-farm installation, servicing and upgrades, they not only 
have the electrical expertise, but understand local farms, their 
history and specific needs. With a 7 day a week breakdown 
service and a full range of preventative maintenance and 
productivity solutions they are the rural electrical specialists.

BEN McKERCHAR – NORTH CANTERBURY
Ben has been running his Nairn Tap Monitor 
for close to 10 years at his dairy farm in 
Oxford. When he took over another dairy farm 
in Culverden he had a second setup installed 
straight away in the new shed to prevent any 
mishaps. His system has lights to indicate 
the cooler is running and his milk is going 
into the vats.

“Wouldn’t be without them” says Ben. 
“Saved us multiple times over the 10 years, 
probably twice a year it saves us with 
forgetting to turn the cooler tap on”

“Just a good quick visual aid. Standing at 
cups on, a quick glance over the shoulder to 
check and make sure water is going to the 
plate cooler and milk into the vat”.

Read what our customers  
         have to say...

CHRIS GREEN – BROOKSIDE 
The Nairn Tap Monitor on Chris’s farm has two vat 
taps with proximity sensors fitted. These are used 
to signal either a Red LED for milk not heading into 
the vat or Green LED for milk heading into the vat. 
There is one set of Red and Green indicator lights 
for each vat, located high on an internal wall of the 
dairy shed.

“They are really good, I’m able to double check 
vat positions from anywhere in the shed.” says 
Chris “If I’m up on the platform dealing with 
cows on penicillin, I can double check quickly 
to make sure the taps have been changed over. 
Saves me having to get down and double check 
the vats outside”.

SAM SPENCER-BOWER – NORTH CANTERBURY
“We asked Nairns to design and install a vat 
tap light indicator system. They came up with 
a robust and accurate set up that allows the 
milker to know from the cups on console exactly 
where the milk is heading. It gives us peace of 
mind that milk is not being wasted and reduces 
risk of a down grade. It’s a simple visual check 
for staff members. They have been in for several 
seasons and we have had no issues with the 
system at all.”
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